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Gather Us In: Construction Scope

05.10.20

The information detailed below is not intended to replace the full specifications and
architectural drawings which define the scope of the work in the greatest detail. The notes
below are intended to give the reader a room‐ by‐ room breakdown of the work that is being
planned. All work noted is in the Regency scope documents and the Regency GMP #2. Work
that is in the CPC scope is noted. CPC items are being budgeted in the FF&E (furniture, fixtures,
and equipment) cost summaries.
FIRST FLOOR:
Chancel Project:
1. Bring the Chancel out beyond the existing stone arch. Wood platform and new acoustical walls
per architectural specifications and drawings. Items will be stained to match existing finishes.
2. New lighting (track and downlight style) per Electrical Engineer design
3. Light tubes installed in Chancel ceiling to capture natural light from skylight in the attic
4. Rework existing data and electrical for new organ location. Install in two locations for flexibility
a. Qty 2 dedicated data and power ports for organ console, so organ can be moved
without cables running across the platform. Part of Regency scope
5. Acoustic applications per Kirkegaard to improve sound performance
a. New duct elbow sound attenuators, dissipative style to muffle mechanical noise in
Chancel area per Regency scope
b. Concave side walls with specified construction to bounce sound from Chancel to Nave]
i. Constructed per architect’s specifications. Layers of drywall with veneer wood
facing. New veneer panels to replicate the existing Chancel wainscot
c. Acoustic wall Applications in four corners of Nave to buffer dead corners that might trap
sound
i. Called out as Acoustic wall panels and included in Regency scope. Paint to wall
color. Style confirmed by Chancel Committee and specified by Kirkegaard.
d. Ceiling of back storage and Sacristy will be pitched forward so that sound is not trapped
in the back of this space
i. Designed to be sturdy enough so that maintain persons can walk on top of this
ceiling.
ii. Drop down stairs to provide easy set up to ceiling included in scope
6. Retain and improve visual of Rose window with placement and with proper lighting
a. Includes addition of lighting to highlight window
7. Design to make the cross more predominant during worship.
a. Fabricate and install new “arch” to mimic the shape of our existing stone arch. Installed
behind choir area. Regency cost includes steel beam and wood architectural feature
8. Storage space behind new Chancel that will make Chancel items easier to store‐ away at times
when the platform must be cleared. Includes new lighting and floor, durable walls
9. ADA considerations also designed into the new Chancel space so that choir, pastors and visiting
speakers can reach the first level platform regardless of physical abilities
a. Ramp to first level with wood railing

b. Ramp width will accommodate a piano
c. All wood Chancel floor to be built by the Millwork fabricator for a “finished carpentry”
quality.
10. There are some existing items that will be removed before Regency begins, part of CPC scope
a. Eg: pulpit, lectern, reredos and some architectural trims
Sacristy:
1. Move sacred elements to one common location
a. Communion cabinets currently in West Hall to be removed and relocated by Regency
b. Paraments cabinet to be refurbished and relocated= not in Regency scope. To be done
by Mike Michaels after construction is finished
c. Addition of sink area with cabinetry above for additional storage. Finished to match
existing Communion cabinets in wood style and finish
d. Walls prepped for hanging of banners‐ additional wall blocking for added support
included in Regency scope
e. Space also designed to accommodate a robe changing space with ADA accessibility
i. Existing doors into Chancel will be removed and ADA width doors installed
ii. Robing space within Sacristy is sized to accommodate walker and/or wheelchair
bound choir member
f. Electrical outlet to accommodate future cooler for Chancel flowers if desired‐ not
included at this time
g. Door into the Sacristy is taller than normal to make moving banners into the room
easier
i. Walls of Sacristy have additional blocking behind the drywall to support having
heavy banners

Elevator and Enhanced Accessibility ensures that all persons, regardless of their mobility will be able
to navigate the church
1. Wells Ave to become the main entrance
a. No stairs into front door. Drive ramps‐ up to the level of the main entrance as you enter
the parking lot
b. Elevator close to entrance. Will retain existing landing. New elevator lobby adjacent to
our existing landing. New lighting, stair treads, new painted railings installed in existing
landing areas
c. Ease of parking for handicapped and those with limited mobility‐ 4 handicap spots and
one entire row designated for “Mobility Friendly” which includes elderly, new moms,
those with mobility issues etc
d. Improved door hardware to make the entrance door easier to open
2. New vestibule space that is welcoming
a. Better defined signage upon entering‐ FF &E budget
b. Install new skylight

i. Replace existing flat roof at Wells Ave entrance. Install new skylight into roof
per architectural specs
c. Cut new window into new Admin area so that the window is visible as you walk up the
stairs. Glass to be fire‐ rated. Design of window to match new Admin door
3. Elevator is sized to accommodate both a gurney as well as a casket.
a. Casket entrance on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd floors
b. Passenger only entrance at the landing
i. Newly discovered steel beam relocated elevator and requires a custom
configuration. Work included in Regency scope
c. Elevator work includes all masonry, framing, structural steel and fire ratings as required
4. Parking lot and exterior reconfigured to allow for direct flow of traffic from 2nd ST.
a. Ramped for accessibility from entrance door and all potential parking spots
b. Side walkway for pedestrian traffic from AEP lot/ City of Canton lot
c. Handicap spots by code identify 4 designated spots with side clearance
d. An additional number of parking spots can be identified as “Mobility Limited”
i. New steel bollard with “Mobility Friendly” sign installed at each parking spot
ii. Will not require a Handicap sticker
iii. Entire row closest to the church is marked for Mobility. They are one foot wider
than the normal parking spot
e. Additional ( qty 4) spots identified as Van use
f. Parking lot space for outdoor locking storage shed, dumpster and future recycling
dumpster‐ shed purchased by CPC.
i. Storage shed large enough to accommodate maintenance needs
ii. Power and lighting installed within shed‐ included in Regency scope
iii. Additional security camera at this location‐ CPC scope
g. New pole lighting and landscape lighting per plans
h. No landscaping installed as part of the Regency scope

Administration Offices will be relocated to the west side of the building
1. Administration moving to existing Parlor spaces
a. Office located at the top of the stairwell
b. Elevator lobby on first floor opens directly into a vestibule that is open. The office door
is visible as you exit the elevator. New glass door with fire rating included in scope
2. Provide work and storage space that meets the current and future needs of administrative staff
a. Production copier to be located in an enclosed space in Admin‐ to help reduce noise
level when large copy jobs are being run. Wall constructed per Regency
b. Miscellaneous office equipment such a counter top printer, postage equipment and
work equipment all located in one centralized space‐ new electrical and data conduit
installed by electrician per specs. Actual data lines are run by CPC
3. Front counter to define work and visiting spaces
a. Two counter areas to be fabricated. Existing Chancel paneling to be removed, re‐planed
and installed on the front of these walls. Finished per CPC

4. All existing can lights in Admin will be removed. Ceiling to be cut to make it easier for the
electrician to run his lines
a. Will install qty 7 new pendant lights strategically placed
b. Additional supplemental lighting will be 7” diameter LED lights that are surface mounted
5. Finance Office (Don) to be located at the back of the admin space. To be locked and secured
a. Safe storage is adjacent to Don’s office and can only be accessed from his office door
i. This new safe area is the current staircase leading to an unused door‐ the
maintenance staff use this area for salt and equipment but it will be drywalled
and sealed off
ii. New floor installed to accommodate the weight of the safe
b. Remove existing raised floor, door. Install new door at ground level
c. Existing viewing window into Chapel will be sealed off and insulated to help with sound
transfer
i. The frame for this existing window will remain on the Chapel side and be
designed as a niche, therefore work to the Chapel (repainting) will not be
necessary
ii. New power and data so that security TV can be mounted on this wall
d. New lighting
6. Security within the new offices will be considered‐ conduit will be installed per architectural
drawings. All wiring is run by CPC and estimated in FF&E. Work is being coordinated with CPC
contractor so that wires pathways are run while the ceilings are torn‐up
a. Ability to lock the entrance door when one person is alone in the office
i. Buzzer system to release the door lock
ii. Entrance doors into the admin office will be installed with more glass than
existing. This will allow office staff to clearly see who is arriving. It will also
allow guests to better see into the office
b. Security TV monitors to be relocated to admin and finance offices
c. Current door between the Chapel and new admin is not code compliant because it locks
from the office side. Door must be unlocked to allow a second egress from the Chapel
in the case of an emergency
i. New signage on the door will indicate that the door is alarmed and will be
activated when open
d. Admin and finance will be alarmed through Protech
e. Offerings will be received in the new office area. Installation of a slot for offerings in the
back hall of admin. The offerings will drop into Don’s safe area and be locked‐ mail slot
purchased and installed by Regency
7. IT and data needs will be updated at new location
a. Don’s existing office will become a server room for the east side of the building.
i. Electrical testing to be completed in pre‐construction phase to ensure that the
existing equipment is on a dedicated line capable of operating this equipment
b. A new fiber will connect the switch on the east side of the building to a switch on the
west side. Conduit and power in Regency scope

i. Don’s new safe area will house a data rack with equipment to service the west
side of the building. All data will run from this new switch to admin, finance and
new parlor
ii. Because it is in Don’s area, it will be secured
8. New Admin offices will retain existing architectural details, such as fireplace and crown
moulding. All walls, trim and crown will be repainted per selections. New carpet to be installed
a. Property committee has replaced the existing windows in this space prior to
construction‐ completed. New draperies per FF&E

West Hall and existing Pantry will undergo changes based on the construction of the elevator space
1. The existing pantry and cooler will be demolished in order to accommodate the new elevator
space. The new elevator shaft will be framed with a fire‐ rated “ceiling” at the roof area.
2. Construction of a new pantry for cold storage
h. Install two freestanding coolers rather than a walk‐ in cooler. This work to be
completed early in the project so that the kitchen staff has use of a cooler and freezer
right away. New walls, flooring, lighting to be installed. Room will receive primer and
one coat of paint. Final paint coating during the painting contractor schedule
i. Tiqvah to purchase one, CPC to purchase the other
i. Relocate existing freezer to this space
j. Additional refrigerator to be installed in existing kitchen for quick access to food items
during critical cooking times (eg: Saturday breakfast). New electrical outlet.
2. We will build a large cabinet to be installed in West Hall between the existing water fountain
and existing coffee counter
a. Wood cabinet will match existing cabinet details on AV cabinet‐ in Regency scope
b. Unit made to house items relating to coffee area and items relating to West Hall
i. There is a metal “garage door” behind this space. During construction, this door
will be removed and replaced with drywall
3. Existing garage door is removed per Regency scope. We will install wall cabinets on the kitchen
side of the space‐ part of CPC scope since work can not be done in kitchen area during
construction
4. Closet space to be located adjacent to new elevator. This space is limited in width but will be
deep
a. Equipped with two mobile racks for linen supplies
b. Back of this closet space may have ductwork for future hook up of AC into kitchen area’
c. Existing electrical panel will be relocated to this space

LOWER LEVEL:
Existing “Old Welcome Center” will become a new pantry supply storage space‐ completed

1.Items currently located in the pantry are not always used every day. Many of these items can be
re‐located to a secondary space. Completed and not in Regency scope

Lower Level hallway and public spaces will have some architectural changes as part of the
construction
1. Fire doors will be required in the Sunday school hallway because they become part of the area
that seals off the elevator in case of fire‐ taking existing door off current Parlor and reinstalling to
this area
a. Floors to the west side of these doors will be new (at landings and outside of Pine Room)
b. Walls to be painted. New lighting to be considered as part of the Alternate lighting on
Regency scope credits
2. Water coolers must become code‐ compliant‐ part of Regency proposed credit to remove from
Scope.‐ shown as a credit if we choose not to do this work
3. A remodel of the LL Ladies Restroom is included in Regency scope
a. New restroom would become ADA accessible with one accessible stall and one standard
b. Gut existing bathroom. Install new flooring, wall tiles, plumbing items, toilet partitions and
lighting. New bathroom accessories such as TP dispensers and paper towel dispensers. Wall
blocking to support
c. Minimal work to ladies lounge in front of restroom, to include removal of door into Children’s
Library and new painting. New light fixture to be considered as part of Alternate lighting on
Regency scope credits
4. Lower level corridors to have ceilings removed as part of asbestos abatement. New ceilings per
Regency scope. New lighting to be considered as part of Alternate lighting on Regency scope
credits.

The Pine Room will reduce in size because of the space required for the new elevator
1. This new space will still be large enough to accommodate a meeting for 20‐24 and FCP worship
seating for example
2. As noted on the construction scope, minimal physical changes will be made to this room
a. The new cooling chase will run from the second floor, through 1st floor closet and potentially
into this room. If so, future AC can be installed easily‐ not in Regency scope
b. Two existing fluorescent light fixtures can be removed and new ceiling hugger fans can be
installed for air‐ flow if determined‐ not in Regency scope
3. No new finishes are planned for this room

SECOND FLOOR:
The elevator will provide access to the second floor. The elevator will take up part of the existing
Youth Room but will be located in a public space that is closed off from both the Youth Room and the
new Parlor spaces
1. The existing Youth Rm. kitchenette is in the location of the proposed elevator, and will need to be
relocated‐ counter top for this cabinet is in Regency scope. Patching of existing flooring and wall
paint included in scope
a. This cabinetry is constructed of stock pieces and can be moved and repositioned easily
2. A proposed bathroom will be located outside of the elevator vestibule at the top of the stairs. It
will be ADA compliant. Currently shown in Regency scope
a. Bathroom scope of work includes new walls, flooring, lighting, plumbing fixtures, bath
accessories.
3. Asbestos abatement in this area. Regency scope includes new flooring and walls per architectural
drawings
4. Elevator lobby space to be installed per architectural plans. Existing ramp to be reworked as part
of Regency scope. New flooring and lighting in elevator lobby area

The new Parlor will be relocated to the existing Upper Room‐ all work removed from Regency scope at
this time
1. This room will require changes to the finishes (carpet, paint, trim and cabinetry)
2. The existing laminate serving counter will be removed and replaced with an upgraded wood
serving area, equipped with storage space for misc serving supplies and coffee service
3. Existing ceiling, lighting and electrical will remain
4. HVAC ductwork is currently tied to the Youth Room. Work will include splitting these two rooms
to gain independent control of heating and cooling
a. Rooms are used at different times and should be heated and cooled independently
b. Different thermostats. Also, currently the app on Dave Fedder’s phone can pre‐set
temperature based on room use

General Notes regarding construction
The full set of architectural drawings include but are not limited to the following: Demolition
plans, new architectural construction plans and specifications, Civil Engineering drawings for exterior
and site work, Electrical Engineering drawings for all power and wiring, HVAC engineering drawings,

Plumbing drawings and specifications. All materials that are proposed have been detailed and specified
by manufacturer and type. Alternates for any of the work was approved prior to bid approval. Regency
has conducted a follow‐up Zoom meeting with all successful bidders to ensure that all aspects of the
project have been included in their pricing. Scope of work in the drawing package matches scope of
work on the pricing by bidders.
A full set of CD drawings have been submitted to the City of Canton, and has been approved as drawn.
Regency will require all changes to the drawings be marked on‐ site so that an “As‐ Built” set can
submitted after construction is complete.

